
Steps that can make essay writing easier for you 

  

Writing an essay is considered an easy task but this is not the case.  Writing an essay more or 

less requires the same skills that are required for writing a research paper. It is observed that 

often, students start writing essays in different genres and in the end they feel trapped in such a 

situation where they are unable to conclude their argument and essay. An expert writer who 

works with an essay writing service provider can easily conclude that what was the problem that 

resulted in a sort of trap-like situation. So the first thing that every writer should realize is that 

essay writing is not a cup of tea for everyone. 

            A paper writer of any genre is aware that while writing an essay, haste is least required. 

There are other aspects which are equally important like writing. If those aspects and steps are 

included in the essay, then it would not only be objective but an attractive piece of writing as 

well. make sure that you do not rush to write an essay immediately. This is a sort of abstract step 

of essay writing but if this step is ignored then it is not possible that the essay would leave its 

impression. 

            In most cases, writers have content to write on a specific topic but their essays are not 

impressive because important steps of the essay are overlooked. The very step in essay writing is 

brainstorming. Often students have one or two ideas in their minds and they start to write. This is 

neither required nor productive.  Hence it is necessary to brainstorm on that particular short-

listed topic. Brainstorming is not only required when you write on a topic of your choice but 

even when the short-listed essay topic is from the areas of core interest. 

            In brainstorming, the focus should be on finding out diverse aspects. An essay is never 

attractive and objective when it lacks such diversity.  The least that a writer from paper writing 

service can do is to find out the impact of the variable on society, politics, economy, art, culture, 

and traditions.  These aspects are mostly the areas where impact is observed and this would lead 

to fulfilling the requirement of the length of the essay as well. While brainstorming, gathering 

concrete and authentic sources on separate notepads is important.  These facts are equally 

important along with the argument as they are the coherence-causing factor. 

After brainstorming, the next step that must follow is the outline of the essay. The outline of the 

essay serves the purpose of both writer and reader. The reader can better evaluate what 

areas/aspects would be focused on in the essay. In the same way, the writer would have the 

leverage to follow the roadmap that has been jotted down already. This step of writing an outline 

is necessary, as this step takes a small chunk of time but saves ample time during the phase of 

writing it down.  Once this phase of the outline is completed then the writing part of the essay 

starts. This leads to the point that as a writer these pre-writing steps must be incorporated. As an 

essay writer, if these aspects are considered then you would not need to request someone to write 

my essay. You would be well-aware of the do's and don'ts of essay writing. 

            Once that outline is prepared, then take a while and introspect your outline, because 

critical analysis would help to determine that whether ideas are overlapping with each other or 
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not.  If you feel that ideas are overlapping and distinctness is difficult to manage then re-arrange 

arguments because life is like the last chance to make changes at your will. Once this stage is 

passed, the margin of improvisation is greatly reduced. This review of the outline is important in 

another way, as the step of rough-draft making can be bypassed. 

            In the phase of writing, the structure of the essay must be kept in consideration. The first 

paragraph should be a brief overview of the entire argument of the essay, and the last line should 

be so comprehensive that the entire argument should revolve around it.  In body paragraphs, the 

focus should be on providing arguments and supported by examples. This step would depict how 

in-depth and critical analysis you have, as a writer. In the structure of the essay, the last 

paragraph must be the conclusion. As a writer from essaywriter.college, make sure that no new 

idea is incorporated in that section, rather the "conclusion should be like a summary on the entire 

discussion of the essay". 

            Just like the step of outline, where distinctness of ideas was emphasized, should be 

considered here as well. This step is often ignored by the writers and in fact, this is the step that 

is the image-builder of the essay. 

            Once the arguments are jotted down, this should not be considered that the requirements 

of the essay are fulfilled. Proofreading of the written document should not be ignored by 

considering it as a step with secondary importance. While they write my paper, the probability 

exists that there might be grammatical and spelling-related mistakes while writing. Quality 

impression of the arguments is often compromised if proofreading is ignored. 

            The above-mentioned are the steps that must be considered while writing an essay. If 

these steps are ensured in writing, then there is a greater possibility that it would not only result 

in easy essay writing but would help to stand out in quality as well. 
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